
A BRIEF LOOK
AT COOPERATION IN HONDURAS

In this newsletter, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation wishes to highlight all those bilateral, multilateral,
private and South-South cooperating friends, who in recent years
have provided their unconditional support to our country
in several areas. 

This assistance has undoubtedly contributed to the sustainable
development of Honduras.

It should be noted that, even during 2020, in the midst of the
global emergency that stopped the entire world, our cooperating
friends did not hesitate to extend their hand of solidarity to
Honduras. 

The information presented in this bulletin has been collected from
the Cooperation Management Platform (PGC), an instrument that
since 2013 has been available for the cooperating entities to
share with the Honduran people the data of all their projects in
Honduras.

This platform is a transparency tool available to the general public
through the website pgc.sre.gob.hn
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In the last 6 years, the Honduran Government has
signed and adopted 315 agreements and documents
on Non-Reimbursable Cooperation, managed by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation, through the Under secretariat for
International Cooperation and Promotion, in
coordination with the State institutions and the support
of the Diplomatic Missions of Honduras abroad.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NON-REFUNDABLE COOPERATION
PROJECTS

 
Since 2015, 286 Non-Reimbursable Cooperation
projects have been managed in the country. This
number has been achieved thanks to the tireless work
of bilateral, multilateral, private and South-South
cooperation partners, who have aligned their projects
with the country's priorities in order to benefit the
neediest populations.

COOPERATION DOCUMENTS
AND AGREEMENTS SIGNED

SCHOLARSHIPS
The governmental and private development partners
have granted 5,336 scholarships so that Hondurans
can receive specialized training abroad in the fields
of Law, agriculture, health, education,
entrepreneurship and innovation, among many
others.
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SOUTH-SOUTH
COOPERATION

The Latin American countries have made their
knowledge and experiences available to Honduras on
issues of environment, security, agriculture, energy,
health, defense and human rights, among others,
through different South-South cooperation projects,
benefiting not only the the country's public sector, but
also the private sector.



MULTILATERAL COOPERATION
 

The United Nations (UN) has become the main multilateral
donor in the country, executing projects through its
implementing agencies such as UNDP, WFP, UNICEF,
UNFPA and FAO, among others. Likewise, in recent years
the support received from the Global Fund to Fight HIV-
AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, an international
organization whose objective is to accelerate the end of
these epidemics, has increased.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

REGIONAL COOPERATION
 

Honduras has also received regional cooperation through
the Central American Integration System (SICA), through
the execution of regional projects framed in the pillars of
Integration: climate change and comprehensive risk
management, economic integration, democratic security,
social integration and institutional strengthening. *
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* Source: SICA cooperation report

BILATERAL
COOPERATION

Certainly, a very important part in the
field of international cooperation is the
Official Development Assistance (ODA)
provided by those friendly countries that
allocate their resources to contribute to
the sustainable development of
Honduras.

In the last 4 years, non-reimbursable
cooperation disbursements have been
registered for an amount of 632.69
million dollars, for the execution of
cooperation projects in Honduras.


